ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Technological innovation is one of the principal determinants of business success. New product development is one of the most important components of product policy and product management. Product lines and products are appraise and are positioned effectively. Brand decisions are taken wisely. For a higher level of growth, a firm has to look beyond its existing products. A progressive firm has to consider new product development as a cardinal element of its product policy.
Innovation is the essence of all growth. This is especially true in marketing. In an age of technological advancements, change is a natural outcome -change in food habits, change in expectations and requirements. Any business has to be vigilant to these changes taking place in its environment. People always seek better products, greater convenience, newer fashion and more value for money.
A business firm has to respond to these dynamic requirements of its clientele and these responses take the shape of new products and new services. Through such a response, the firm reaps a good deal of benefits. New products become necessary from the profit angle too. Products that are already established often have their limitations in enhancing the profit level of the firm. Profits from products decline as they reach the maturity stage of their life cycle. Thus, it is necessary for business firms to bring in new products to replace old, declining and losing products.
New products become part and parcel of the growth requirements of the firm and in many cases, new profits come to the firm only through new products. New products can be broadly classified into two groups: new products arising out of technological innovations and new products arising out of marketing oriented modifications. The first group involves innovations leading to intrinsically new products with a new functional utility behind them. The second group involves mere marketing oriented innovations in existing products; it gives rise to new versions of the existing products.
The new-product introduction world has changed dramatically. No longer can brands wait for an annual convention to showcase their wares and impress supermarket buyers. With the competition for shelf space at an alltime high, brands must reach out to retailers proactively, rather than hoping they will stop by their booth -no matter how lavish.
NEED FOR THE STUDY
Products manufacturers are under increased pressure to grow revenues and improve operating efficiency. Challenges in meeting growth targets include changes in consumers' demographics, increased competition in mature markets, increased spending on services, the rise of private labels and the low success rate of new brands. We are definitely entering the era of 
CONCERNS IN INTRODUCING NEW PRODUCTS
Why do so many new products fail? Usually for many reasons. Companies often are so enamoured of their new product ideas that they fail to do their research, or they ignore what the research tells them. Sometimes the pricing or the distribution channels are wrong. Sometimes the advertising doesn't communicate. Successful product launches result from an integrated process that relies heavily on research and solving up-front issues. Let's review several of the critical issues that affect product introductions.
Market research
Market research is the key. Without the necessary information, you're simply flying blind in a storm, headed for a crash landing. Market research does more than confirm your "gut feeling," it provides critical information and direction. It identifies market needs and wants, product features, pricing, decision makers, distribution channels, motivation to buy. They're all critical to the decision process.
Timing
Are all elements of the process coordinated? Is production on the same time schedule as the promotion? Will the product be ready when you announce it? Set a time frame for the rollout, and stick to it. Many products need to be timed to critical points in the business cycle. Miss it, and invite failure. There are marketing tales galore about companies making new product announcements and then having to reannounce when the product lags behind in manufacturing. The result is loss of credibility, loss of sales, and another failure.
Capacity
If the new product or service is successful, do you have the personnel and manufacturing capacity to cope with the success? Extended lead times for new products can be just as deadly as bad timing.
Testing
Test-market the new product. Be sure it has the features the customer wants. Be sure the customer will pay the price being asked. Be sure the distributor and
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Distribution
Who's going to sell the product? Can you use the same distribution channels you currently use? Can you use the same independent representatives or sales force? Is there sufficient sales potential in the new product to convince a distributor, retailer, or agent to take on the new line? There are significant up-front selling costs involved in introducing new products. Everyone in the channel wants some assurance that the investment of time and money will be recovered.
Training
Your sales organization, inside employees, and distribution channels will need to be trained about the new product. If the product is sufficiently complex, you may need to provide face-to-face training. Or perhaps some type of multimedia program will do the job. If the product is not that complex, literature may work. Again, timing is critical. Train before the product hits the shelves, not after. 
Product Description / Content
The primary machine changes that provide these deliverables are:
One Concept -Define  Gateway 1 c.
Concept -Measure  Gateway 2 d.
Concept -Explore Gateway 3 e.
Develop -Design  Gateway 4 f.
Develop -Verify  Gateway 5 g.
Pilot  Gateway 6 h.
Production  Gateway 7 
Competitive Benchmarking
Competitive Benchmarking is the "Production Study" carried out by the OEM by comparing its class of its product to the similar class of product of the competitor. This will necessitate establishing the advantages and positive selling features with respect to performance over the competitor machines in the market. The 2 major factors of comparison are Fuel Consumption and Productivity. The positive selling features include lesser fuel consumption per hour and higher productivity measured in Fuel/Ton ratio.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Based on the earlier mentioned New Product Development Framework and Competitive Benchmarking, the research objectives of the study is confined to:
 Evaluate the adherence of process steps in each of the phases of NPD framework;  Identify and verify metrics in each of the phase of the NPD framework;  Identify voc and vob characteristics and verify whether those are met in each of the phases;  Plan and build prototype of the new model of trucks and evaluate the performance of the truck(s);  Plan and build pilot machines of the new model of trucks and evaluate the performance of pilot validation in the customer mines sites;  Carry out production studies of the new model of trucks with the competitor machines and generate production study data to substantiate the advantages of the new trucks over the competitors;  Verify the readiness deliverables in all functions for the successful new product production launch and  Document lessons learnt and create scope for further improvements in the future programs.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design
In the present study, descriptive design was followed. Singh (1980) defined descriptive research as a design to explain the characteristics of the variables as it is. In business research we quite often use the term Ex post facto research for descriptive research studies. The main characteristic of this method is that the researcher has no control over the variables; he can only report what has happened or what is happening. The methods of research utilized in descriptive research are survey or study methods of all kinds, including comparative and correlational methods. In the present study, it is related to the adherence of the New Production Introduction process and the results of the production studies to place the new product in the market. It is based on predetermined objectives and methodology. In the process of study, the objectives are predetermined. The methodology has been designed to fulfill the objectives for the study. 
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The following NPD tools were used to verify the NPD process discipline, analyze proto and pilot build data, setting and following the timeline, conduct production studies.
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
The present study concludes on the successful introduction of 40/50T OffHighway Trucks to the Growth Markets. The study provides benefits of following the rigorous NPD Process. The study details on the Voice of the Customer (VOC) and Voice of the Business (VOB) analysis carried out upfront before starting the NPD program, as mentioned in Figure 7 .1
Figure 7.1 -VOC and VOB
The study rolls out the 8 phases of the Caterpillar New Product Development (NPD) Process and the Metrics that govern it. It also details about the elaborate tools used in the NPD Process and the benefits that arise due to following those tools.The study unwinds the Strategy behind introducing 40/50T Off-Highway Trucks in Growth Markets and its impact on Indian Economy and Growth. Selection of features that suit Growth Markets as mentioned in Figure 7 .2 and their effective utilization are clearly explained during defining the program goals.
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Figure 7.2 -Design Feature Selection
The study details the prototype build and the validation carried out followed by design modifications and corrective action initiated. The study also reveals the pilot build as per the New Product Development Program Plan -refer Picture 7.3 and subsequent customer validation and the effectiveness of the Pre-Production Reliability Development (PPRD) tool as represented in Figure 7 .4, in managing the issues and providing corrective actions. 
CONCLUSION
The study reconciles the deliverables that are needed for effective product production launch and the Reflection Analysis provides insight on the positives happened in the NPD Program and improvements that are needed as lessons learned in future programs. The results of this study determines how systematic adherence of New Product Development process at Caterpillar for the introduction of 40/50 ton rear dump trucks has paved way for the successful production launch of its products and how Caterpillar 40/50T products were subjected to competitive benchmarking with similar class products of competitors and emerged superior over competitors with regard to product performance and reliability.
SCOPE FOR THE FUTURE
The present study is the base for many studies to follow. The Reflection Analysis opens door for many research works for young scholars. The lessons learned from the New Production Introduction Process provides opportunities to look for new avenues and methodologies to improve the effectiveness of the NPD process and reduce the lead time for NPD programs. The Production Studies provide base for further studies with other competitor models and improve value selling in the growth markets. The study also provides ample opportunities for future study in effective ways of handling and managing Engineering changes and implementation. 
